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Commutative Radical Rings I 
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In this paper, basic properties and examples of commutative radical rings (i.e., rings 
equal to their Jacobson radical) are collected. Among other results, a construction of free 
radical rings is presented. 
0. Introduction and notations 
This paper is the first part of a comprehensive treatment concerning commuta-
tive radical rings, i.e., rings (generally without unit) which arise as Jacobson radical 
of some (unitary) ring. Radical rings are closely related to so called adjoint groups. 
Let R be as associative ring and define x O y = x + y + xy for all x,y e R. 
Under this operation, R forms a monoid (with neutral element 0) which is called 
the adjoint semigroup of the ring R. Then R (o) is a group (called the adjoint group 
of R) if and only if R = f (R), where f (R) denotes the Jacobson radical of the 
ring R. (Adjoint semigroups are also defined via x * y = x + y — xy, however 
the semigroups R(o) and /?(*) are clearly isomorphic, since ( — x) *( —y) = 
= — (x O y) for all x, y e R.) 
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The first (at least implicit) appearance of the adjoint semigroup seems to be in 
[10] (see the introduction to [9]). As mentioned in [9], radical rings (and their 
adjoint groups) have been intensively studied along three main lines: 
(1) implications of ring theoretic conditions on the adjoint group; 
(2) implications of group theoretic conditions (imposed on the adjoint group) on 
the ring; 
(3) implications of mixed conditions (group and ring theoretic) on the ring and its 
adjoint group. 
Another important line of investigations is to seek for relations between the 
adjoint group R(o) and the additive group R( + ) of a radical ring R. The 
class of radical rings is rather extensive, it contains e.g. all nil-rings. Some 
pieces of information on (commutative) radical rings and their adjoint groups 
can be seen e.g. in [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [14], 
[15]. 
As radical rings can never have a unit element, it is often useful to consider a ring 
R as an ideal in the unitary ring D (R) = Z x R, where Z is the ring of integers, 
the addition is defined componentwise and (m, x) (n, y) = (mn, nx + my + xy) for 
all m,neZ and x,y e R. The ring D(R) is called the Dorroh extension of R and 
its construction appeared for the first time in [7] (usually, references to the Dorroh 
extension are given to later papers ofr monographs, as e.g. [13], and it was a rather 
detective task to trace the original source). 
In this paper, we concentrate only on commutative radical rings. We present 
a survey of this theory, starting from the very beginnings. We also summarize 
many more or less known results from a unifying point of view. Many of these 
results are fairly basic and we do not try to attribute them to any particular source, 
because it would require an enormous and perhaps unnecessary effort. 
1. Preliminaries 
Throughout the paper, a ring is a non-zero commutative and associative ring 
with or without unit element. The fact that R has the unit element 1 = 1R will be 
denoted by 1R e R. In the same way, the fact that R is without unit will be denoted 
bylR$R. 
Let R be a ring. For a subset A of R, we put [A]R = £/?a, ae A, and 
[A}R = £tfa + £Za, aeA([A]R = 0 = [A]R if A = 0). Clearly, both [A]R 
and [A}R are ideals of R and [A]R _= [AjR. Moreover, [AJR is the smallest ideal 
containing A, and hence it is the ideal generated by the set A. 
A ring R will be called finitely id-generated if R = [A\R for a finite subset A. 
If /, J are ideals of a ring R then IJ = {^abi I at e I,bt e J}. Clearly, IJ is an 
ideal of R and IJ ^ I n J. Further, we put 1° = R, I1 = I and /n + 1 = InI for 
every n > 1. 
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1.1 Lemma. Let Abe a subset of a ring R,I = [-4]R and J = l_AjR. Then: 
(i) I and J are ideals of R and I c= J. 
(ii) I2 = Y&ab and Jl = YAab + YJ-ah^he A 
(iii) I2 c J2 c /. 
(iv) IfiK is an ideal of R such that I c K c J fln</ K
2 = K then K = I = J2 
and J4 = J2. 
Proof. Easy. • 
1.2 Lemma. L f̂ K be a finitely generated ideal of a ring R. If K2 = K then 
K = Re for an idempotent element ee K. 
Proof. Let K be generated by a set {ai,..., am}, m > 1. Put Lm+i = 0 and, for 
1 < k < m, denote by Lk the ideal generated by fa,..., am}. Then K = Li ^ 
.2 L2 .2 ... ^ L m ^ L m + i = 0 and, proceeding by induction on k, 1 < k < 
< m + 1, we are going to find elements ^ e K such that x - ^ x e L & for every 
xeK. 
Put ei = 0. Now, assume that 1 < k < m and we already have elements 
ei,...,e/c. We have uv — ekuv = u(v — ekv)eKLk for all u,veK and, since 
K2 = K, we conclude that x - ^ x e XLfc for every X G X . In particular, 
ak — ekak = bak + c for some beK and ceL*+i. Now, put ek+\ = 2ek — 
— el + b — ekb e K. It v e K then v — ekV = dak + fi de K, fie Lk+u and, for 
every ueK, we have uv — ek+\uv = (u — ekU — bu)(v — ekv) = (u — ekU — 
— fcM)(ca/c + / ) = du(ak — ekak — bak) + (u — eku — bu)fi = due + (u — 
— eku — bu)feLk+u Consequently, x — ek+ix eLk+\ for every xeK. 
Finally, put e = em+\. Then x — ex = 0 for every .xeK and we see that e
2 = e 
and K = Re. • 
1.3 Lemma. If I and J are finitely generated ideals then IJ is a finitely 
generated ideal. 
Proof. Easy. • 
1.4 Lemma. Let A be a finite subset of a ring RJ = \_A\R, J = [-4]*, and let 
K be an ideal of R such that K2 = K and I <= K <= J. Then there is an 
idempotent element e e K such that K = I = J2 = Re. 
Proof. By l.l(iv), K = I = J2, and hence K is finitely generated by 1.3. The 
rest follows from 1.2. • 
1.5 Lemma. Let Rbe a ring such that R2 = R.IfR is finitely id-generated (or 
finitely generated or if R( + ) is finitely generated) then R has the unit element. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from 1.2. • 
1.6 Lemma. Let I be an ideal and A a subset of a ring R. Then the set 
(I:A) = (I: A)R = {ae R \ aA c /} is an ideal of R and I = (I: A). 
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Proof. Obvious. • 
An ideal P of a ring R is said to be prime if P # R and ab $ P for all a, be R\P 
(i.e., R\P is a subsemigroup of the multiplicative semigroup /?(•)). The ring R is 
said to be a domain if the zero ideal is prime. 
For a ring R, let «yV (i?) denote the set of nilpotent elements of R. 
1.7 Lemma, (i) Jf (R) is an ideal of R. 
(ii) If Jr(R) 7-= R then Jr(R) is just the intersection of all prime ideals of R. 
Proof Assume that Jf(R) ^R.If ae R\Ar(R) then 0 $A = {a,a\a\...} and 
si T-= 0, where si is the set of all ideals I with the property I n A = 0. Now, .s/ is 
upwards inductive and we can find a maximal element P e si. Clearly, P is 
a prime ideal and a ̂  P. It follows that the set & of prime ideals is non-empty and 
H ^ — Jr(R). The converse inclusion is obvious. • 
1.8 Lemma. A ring R has no prime ideals if and only if Jr(R) = R(i.e., R is 
a nil-ring). 
Proof An immediate consequence of 1.7. • 
1.9 Lemma, (i) IfJf(R) ?- R then Jf (R/JT (R)) = 0. 
(ii) IfJT(R) # 0 then JT(jr(R)) = JT(R). 
Proof Obvious. • 
1.10 Lemma. Let K be a finitely generated ideal of a ring R.IfK is a nil-ideal 
then K is nilpotent (i.e., Kn = 0 for some n > \). 
Proof. Let K be generated by a set {ai,...,aw}, m > 1. There is a positive 
integer k such that a\ = ... = am = 0. Further, every element xeK can be 
expressed as x = r±a\ + + ... + rmam + ha{ + ... + /waw, r ,eP , Z, e Z, and it 
follows easily that Kkm = 0. • 
1.11 Lemma. Let A be a finite subset of a ring R, I = [A]R, J = |-4]R, and 
let K be a nil-ideal of R such that I = K ^ J. Then J is nilpotent. 
Proof By l.l(iii), J2 ^ 7, and hence J is a nil-ideal. Now, J is nilpotent by 
1.10. • 
1.12 Lemma. Let R be a nil-ring. Then: 
(i) If R is finitely id-generated (or finitely generated or if R(-\-) is finitely 
generated) then R is nilpotent. 
(ii) R is locally nilpotent. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from 1.10. • 
1.13 Lemma. Let R be a ring. Then: 
(i) The torsion part Tof R( + ) is an ideal of R. 
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(ii) The divisible part Q of R( + ) is an ideal of R. 
(iii) QT=Oand (Q n F)2 = 0. 
(iv) IfJ^(R) = 0 then T( + )is reduced. 
Proof, (i) and (ii). Easy. 
(iii) If a e Q and b e T then nb = 0 and nc = a for some n > 1 and ce R. 
Now, ab = nc • b = c • nb = 0. 
(iv) Use (iii). • 
1.14 Lemma. Let Rbe a ring such that the additive group R( + )is torsion and 
divisible. Then R2 = 0 (i.e., R is a zero multiplication ring). 
Proof. An immediate consequence of 1.13. • 
Let R be a ring. Then char(i?) denotes the smallest positive integer m such that 
mR = 0. If no such integer exists then char (R) = 0. 
1.15 Lemma. Let Rbe a domain. Then either char (R) = 0 and R (+) is torsion-
free or char(i?) = p > 0 is a prime number and R( + ) is a p-elementary group. 
Proof. Let ma = 0 for some ae R, a ^ 0, and m > 1. Ten a • mx = 0 for 
every xe R and, since R is a domain, we get mR = 0. Thus n = char (R) > 0 and, 
if n = kl, k > 1, / > 1, then kx • ly = 0 for all x,yeR. Consequently, either 
kx = 0 or ly = 0 and it follows easily that n is prime. • 
1.16 Lemma. Let R be a ring and Z(R) the set of integers meZ such that 
mx + ax = 0for some aeR and all xeR. Then: 
(i) Z(R) is a subgroup of Z( + ) and there is a uniquely determined 
non-negative integer £ (R) such that Z (R) = Z£ (R). 
(ii) C(R) = 0 if and only ifZ(R) = 0. 
(iii) C (R) = 1 if and only if R has the unit element. 
(iv) C(R) divides chai(R). 
(v) If R is a domain and char(i?) > 0 then £(R) = char (I?) is a prime number. 
Proof. Easy. • 
If R is a ring with unit then R* denotes the multiplicative group of invertible 
elements of R,R* = {ae R \ Ra = R}. 
1.17 Lemma. Let R be a ring. Then R has the unit element if and only if 
Ra = R for at least one aeR. 
Proof Put A = {aeR \ Ra = R} and assume that A ^ 0. If a,be A then 
Rab = Rb = R, and so ab e A. Further, ac = b for some ce R and Re = Rac = 
= Rb = R. It follows that the multiplicative semigroup A() is a group with 
neutral element e. Then e2 = e, Re = R and we see that e is the unit of R. (Notice 
that the result follows immediately from 1.5). • 
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1.18 Lemma. Let IRE R and K: R -> 5 = R/Jf (R) be the natural projection. 
Then K(R*) = S* ~ R*/G, where G = JV(R)+1. 
Proof. Clearly, K (R*) ~\ S* and if a e R is such that K (a) e S* then c = ab — 
- 1 eJf(R) for some b e R, cm = 0 for some m> \ and (c + \)(cm~l -
- cm~2 + ... + (- \)m~l) = ± 1. Thus ab = c + 1 e R*, a e R* and the rest is 
clear. • 
1.19 EXAMPLE. Let R be a (whether commutative or non-commutative) ring 
with unit. We show that the multiplicative group R* of invertible elements of 
R cannot have five elements. 
Assume the contrary. We may also assume that R is generated by R* u {\R}, 
and hence that R is commutative (we have R* ~ Z5( + )). Further, (— l)
2 = 1, 
- 1 G R* and, since R* has no element of order 2, we get — 1 = 1 and 2R = 0. 
Now, let R* = {\,a,a2,a3,a4}. Then (1 + a + a2)(a + a2 + a4) = 1, and hence 
1 + a + a2 e R* and (1 + a + a2)-1 = a + a2 + a4. If 1 + a + a2 = 1 then 
a = a2 and 1 = a, a contradiction. I f l + a + a2 = a then 1 = a2, a contradiction. 
If 1 + a + a2 = a2 then 1 = a, a contradiction. If 1 + a + a2 = a3 then a2 = 
= (a3)~l = (1 + a + a2)"1 = a + a2 + a4, hence a = a4 and 1 = a3, a contradic-
tion. Finally, if 1 + a + a2 = a4 then a = (a4)~l = a + a2 + a4, hence a2 = a4 
and 1 = a2, the final contradiction. 
1.20 Lemma. A ring R has no proper subring if and only if either R -tZp or 
R2 = Oand R( + ) ~ Zp( + ) for a prime p. 
Proof. Assume that R has no proper subring, the converse implication being 
trivial. If R2 = 0 then every non-zero subgroup of R( + ) is a subring, and hence 
R( + ) is a simple group and R( + ) -̂  Zp( + ). On the other hand, if R
2 7-= 0 then 
R2 = R, R has the unit element by 1.17 and R = Z- \R. Consequently, R ~ Zn for 
some n > 0 and, clearly, n > 2 is a prime. • 
1.21 Lemma. Let R be a ring. Then (R/l)( + ) is torsion for every non-zero ideal 
I of R if and only if at least (and then just) one of the following three cases takes 
place: 
(1) R( + ) is torsion; 
(2) R2 = 0 and R( + ) is isomorphic to a subgroup of the additive group Q( + ) 
of rationals; 
(3) R is a domain, char (R) = 0 and for all a,b e R\\0} there exist reR and 
a positive integer n such that nb = ra. 
Proof. Assume that (R/l)( + ) is torsion for every I ¥= 0 and that R( + ) is not 
torsion. Then, clearly, R( + ) is torsionfree and, for every a e R, the additive group 
(Ra)( + ) is torsionfree and (Ra)( + ) ~ (R/(0: a))(+). Consequently, either 
(0: a) = 0, or (0: a) = R and a e (0: R). In particular, if (0: R) = 0 then R is 
a domain. Now, assume that (0 : R) 9-= 0. If a e R then na e (0 : R) for some n > \ 
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and we have a • nb = 0 for every b e R. If a $ (0: R) then nb = 0 and nR = 0, 
a contradiction. Thus R2 = 0. The rest is clear. • 
1.22 REMARK. Let R be a ring such that R( + ) is torsionfree of rank 1. According 
to 1.21, either R2 = 0 or R is a domain. 
1.23 REMARK. Let R be a ring such that /?( + ) is torsionfree. Denote by X the 
set of ideals K such that (R/K)( + ) is non-zero and torsionfree. 
(i) X # 0 and K # K for every K e Jf. 
(ii) Let K e X be such that K is maximal in X. Now, it follows from 1.21 that 
either R2 ^ X (and then R ^ i?2 and (/?/_R2)(+) is not torsion) or K is 
a prime ideal (and then R is not nil), 
(iii) Let / b e a non-empty chain of ideals from X and I = \JS. Then either 
IeX or I = R (and then i? is not finitely id-generated), 
(iv) If R is finitely id-generated then every ideal from X is contained in an ideal 
that is maximal in X. 
(v) Assume that the additive group R( + ) has finite rank, rnk (£(+)) = r. 
If K,LeX are such that K = L and K^L then rnk((R/L)) < 
< rnk((R/K)( + )) < r. Consequently, every chain of ideals from X is finite 
and contains at most r members. In particular, every ideal from X is 
contained in an ideal that is maximal in X. 
\.2A Lemma. Let R be a ring such that R( + ) is torsionfree. Then the additive 
groups (R/JT (R))( + \ (R/(0 : R))( + ), (R/(0 :a))(+),aeR, are torsionfree. 
Proof. Easy. • 
1.25 Lemma. Let R be a ring such that ^V(R) = 0. 
(i) If T # /?, where T is the torsion part of R, then J^(R/T) = 0. 
(ii) JT(R/(0: a)) = Ofor every 0 ?- a e R. 
Proof, (i) If ame T for some aeR and m > 1 then there is n > 1 wih ncF = 0, 
and so (naf1 = 0, na = 0 and aeT 
(ii) Clearly, (0 : a) ^ R. If bm e (0 : a) for some b e R and m > 1 then (baf = 0, 
ba = 0 and, finally, b e (0: a). • 
2. The adjoint (or circle) semigroup 
Let R be a ring. We put a o b = a + b + ab for all a, b e R. 
2.1 Proposition, (i) R(o) isa commutative semigroup (called the adjoint or the 
circle semigroup of the ring R). 
(ii) 0 (= OR) is the neutral element of R(o). 
(iii) R (o) has the absorbing element if and only if \ReR (then — 1 is that 
absorbing element). 
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(iv) The set <£(R) = {ae R \ 0 e a O R] is a subgroup ofR(o) (it is the group 
of invertible elements of R(o)). 
(v) R (o) is a group if and only if ££ (R) = R. 
(vi) R (o) is cancellative if and only if ab ^ b for all a, b e R, b ^ 0. 
(vii) R (o) = R( + ) if and only if R is a zero multiplication ring. 
Proof (i) a O (b O c) = a + b + c + ab + be + abc = (a O b) + c. 
(ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) are easy. 
(vi) I f a O b = a O c then aibi = bu where ai = —a and b\ = b — c. 
(vii) Obvious. • 
2.2 REMARK. Let R be a ring. For every aeR there exists at most one beR 
with a + b + ab = 0. This follows immediately from 2.1(i), but a direct argument 
is very easy: If a + b + ab = 0 = a + c + ac then ac + be + abc = 0 = 
= ab + be + acb, ac = be, a + b = a + c and b = c. 
For every a e j£? (R), the uniquely determined element b e R with a + b + 
+ ab = 0 will be denoted by b = a. Clearly, 5 = a, i.e., a = a. 
2.3 Lemma. Let aeR and m > 1. Then the m-th power aOaO... Oa 
(m-times) is just £?L i (f) a1. 
Proof By induction on m. • 
2.4 Lemma. Let aeR and m > 1 be such hat am = 0. Then ae<£(R\ 
a = —a + a2 — a3 + ... + am_1 for m odd and a = —a + a2 — a3 + ... — 
— am~l for m even. 
Proof. Easy. • 
2.5 Corollary. JT(R) cz g(R), • 
2.6 Lemma. Let ee R be such that —ee J?(R) and e2 = e. Then e = 0. 
Proof We have — e + f — ef = 0, where f = : = e , and hence 0 = eO = 
= -e + ef- ef = -e. Thus e = 0. • 
2.7 Lemma. Let a,b e R be such that —be&(R) and ab = a. Then a = 0. 
Proof For c = —b, we have — b + c — be = 0 and 0 = aO = — ab + ac — 
— abc = —a + ac — ac= —a. Thus a = 0. • 
2.8 Proposition. Let R be a domain. Then: 
(i) If1R$ R then R(o) is a cancellative semigroup. 
(ii) If \ReR then —1 is the absorbing element of R(o), A = R\{l} is 
a subsemigroup of R (o) and A (o) is cancellative. 
Proof Easy (use 2.1(vi)). • 
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2.9 Proposition. Assume that 1R e R. Then: 
(i) The mapping a i—• a — 1, a e R, is an isomorphism of the multiplicative 
semigroup R (•) onto the adjoint semigroup R (o). 
(ii) The mapping a i—> a — 1, a e R*, is an isomorphism of the multiplicative 
group R*() onto the group S£(R)(o). 
(iii) If a@b = a + b + 1 for all a,beR then /?(©, o) is a ring and the 
mapping a\-^a — 1, aeR, is an isomorphism of the ring R(= R( + ,')) 
onto the ring /?(©, o). 
Proof. We have ab - 1 = (a - 1) o (b - 1) for all a,b e R. • 
2.10 Lemma. Let S be a subring of a ring R. Then S(o) is a subgroup ofR(o) 
in each of the following cases: 
(1) 2 (S) = S; 
(2) 5 is a nil-ring; 
(3) for every ae S there exists a positive integer m such that YJT=\(T)a
l = 0; 
(4) Se(R) = R and S is an ideal of R. 
Proof. Any of the conditions (2), (3) and (4) implies the condition (1) (see 2.3 
and 2.5). • 
2.11 REMARK. Define an operation * on R by a * b = a + b — ab for all 
a,beR. Then ( — a)*( — b) = —(aob), and so the mapping X H - X is an 
isomorphism of R(o) onto R(*). Notice also that an elementt aeR is invertible 
in R (*) if and only if a + b = ab for some be R. 
3. Maximal ideals 
An ideal I of a ring R is said to be maximal if I ^ R and K = I whenever K is 
an ideal such that I c K # R- We denote by Mxi (R) the set of all maximal ideals 
of R. 
A ring R is said to be simple if 0 is a maximal ideal of R. 
3.1 Proposition. A ring R is simple if and only if R is a field or a zero 
multiplication ring of finite prime order (then R( + ) — Zp( + )for a prime p). 
Proof. Let R be a simple ring and I = (0: R). Then I is an ideal of R and if 
I 7-- 0 then I = R and R is a zero multiplication ring. In such a case, every 
subgroup of R( + ) is an ideal of R, and consequently R( + ) — I.p( + ). On the 
other hand, if / = 0 then, for every a e R\{0},Ra 7-= 0, and hence Ra = R. By 
1.17, R has the unit element and it is clear that R is a field. • 
3.2 Lemma. Let R be a ring, aeR and La = {x + ax \ x e R). Then La is an 
ideal of R ad La + Ra = R. Moreover, La = 0 if and only if lR e R and 
a = -1R. 
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Proof. Easy. • 




(iii) Ra c La. 
(iv) La = R. 
Proof. Easy. • 
An ideal I of a ring R is called modular if I ^ R and La ^ I for some a e i ? 
(thena^JS?(i?)). 
3.4 Lemma. £Wry proper ideal of a ring R is modular if and only if 1R e R. 
Proof. Easy. • 
3.5 Lemma. The following conditions are equivalent for a proper ideal K of 
a ring R: 
(i) K is maximal and modular. 
(ii) K is maximal and R2 £ K. 
(iii) The factor-ring R/K is a field. 
Proof, (i) implies (ii). There is a e R with La c K. Since La + Ra = R # K, 
we have Ra £ K, and so R2 £ K. 
(ii) implies (iii). S = R/K is a simple ring and S2 7-= 0. By 3.1, 5 is a field. 
(iii) implies (i). We have R2 £ K, and so Rb £ K, for some be R. Further, 
K c J = (K: b) # K. Since X is maximal, J = K, K + i?b = R, b + ab e K 
for at least one aeR, b(x + ax) = x(b + ab)e K for every xeR, x + axe 
eJ = K and La c K. • 
3.6 Lemma. The following conditions are equivalent for a proper ideal K of 
a ring R: 
(i) K is maximal and not modular. 
(ii) K is maximal and R2 £ K. 
(iii) The factor-ring R/K is a zero multiplication ring of finite prime order 
p (then R2 + pR ^ K). 
Proof. Use 3.5. • 
3.7 Lemma. Let R be a ring and a e R\J?(R). Then there exists at least one 
modular maximal ideal K of R such that La c K and a$K. 
Proof. Denote by J the set of all modular ideals I with a $ I. Then LaeJ,J is 
upwards inductive and J contains a maximal element K such that La _= K. Now, 
if L is an ideal such that K c L 7-= K then a e L and L= R, since La + Ra = R. 
Thus K is a maximal ideal. • 
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3.8 Corollary, (i) A ring R has at least one modular maximal ideal if and only 
if Se(R) # R (i.e., R(d) is not a group). 
(ii) A ring R has at least one maximal ideal if and only if either Se(R) # R or 
R2 + pR 7* R for at least one prime number p. • 
3.9 Corollary. A ring R has no maximal ideals if and only if Se (R) = R and 
R2 + pR = R for every prime p. • 
3.10 Lemma. If R is a ring with unit then _R\(jMxi(/?) = R*. 
Proof. Obvious. • 
4. The Jacobson radical 
Let R be a ring. We define the Jacobson radical f (R) of R in the following 
way: If Se (R) = R then f(R) = R. If Se (R) ^ R then f(R) is the intersection 
of all modular maximal ideals of R (see 3.8 (i)). 
4.1 Proposition. f(R) is an ideal of R, f(R) c Sf(R) and f(R) is the 
greatest ideal contained in Se (R). 
Proof Clearly, f(R) is an ideal and we may assume that Sf(R) ^ R. Then 
f(R) ^ Se(R) by 3.7. Now, let I be an ideal of R such that I <^ Sf(R) and 
I £ f (R). Then there exists a modular maximal ideal K such that I <£ K. Since 
R2 £ K, we have (K: R) = K. Consequently, IR <$. K and la £ K for some 
aeR. Then K + la = R, a + baeK for some be I, 0 = (b + 5 + bS)a = 
= ba + B(a + ba) and ba = — 5 (a + ba) e K. Thus a e K , a contradiction with 
Ia£K. • 
4.2 REMARK, (i) Let R be a ring with Mxi(i?) *-= 0. Then f|Mxi(i?) = f(R) f] 
P| (R2 + pR), p running through all prime numbers. 
(ii) Let R be a ring with unit. Then / (R) = fjMxi (R) and R\R* = (jMxi(K). 
4.3 Lemma. R be a ring. Then: 
(i) Iff(R) * R then <e(R/f(R)) = Se (R)/f(R) and f(R/f(R)) = 0. 
(ii) Iff(R) # 0 then f(f(R)) = f(R). 
Proof, (i) Let K : R -» 5 = R/f (R) be the natural projection. If a e Se (R) then 
K(CL) = K(a), and so K(O)E Se(S). Conversely, if a e R is such that K(O)E Se(S) 
then K(6) = KJO) for some beR and 0 = K(CL) OK(O) = 7c(a O 6), a o feeKer(rc) = 
= f(R) and (a O b) o c = 0, where c = a Ob. Now, 0 = ( a O i ) o c = 
= ao ( iOc)anda e Se (R). Thus JSf (/?)// (R)) = Se (S). Finally, / = K~l(f(S)) 
is an ideal of R and J c i f (/?). Consequently, I = f(R) by 4.1, and so 
/ ( S ) = 7i(7) = 0. 
(ii) We have aef(R) for every a e / ( R ) . • 
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4.4 Lemma. Let R be a ring. Then Jr(R) £ f(R\ 
Proof. Combine 2.5 and 4.1. • 
4.5 Lemma. Let R be a ring with unit and K\ R -> S = R/f (R) the natural 
projection. Then K(R*) = S* ~ R*/G, where G = #(R) + 1. Moreover, the 
mapping a\-* a + 1 is an isomorphism of the group f(R)(o) onto the multiplica-
tive group G. 
Proof Clearly, K(R*) C S*. If a e R is such that K(O) e S* then K(b) = 71(a)"1 
for some beR and we have ab - 1 e f(R)9 ab e f(R) + 1 = G c R* and 
a e R*. The rest is clear. • 
4.6 Lemma. Let R <= S be integral extension of domains with unit. Then 1R = Is, 
/ ( * ) = R n / ( S ) , / ( i ? ) = 0 if and only if/(S) = 0. 
Proof. Easy and well known. • 
4.7 Lemma. Let S be a domain wth unit such that S (+) is finitely generated. 
Then f(S) = 0. 
Proof. If char (S) > 0 then S ( + ) is a finitely generated torsion group, S is finite, 
and hence S is a field and f(S) = 0. If char (S) = 0 then R ~ Z, R being the 
prime subring of S, and, since S is a finitely generated Z-module, S is integral over 
i ? . B y 4 . 6 , / ( S ) = 0. • 
4.8 Proposition. The following conditions are equivalent for a ring R: 
(i) f(R/l) = JT(R/I)for every proper ideal I of R. 
(ii) f(R/P) = Ofor every prime ideal P of R. 
(iii) Every prime ideal of R is an intersection of modular maximal ideals. 
Proof. Clearly, (i) implies (ii) and (ii) is equivalent to (iii). 
(iii) implies (i). We have Jr (R/l) c £ (R/l) and we may assume that Jf (R/I) = 
= K/I, K # R. Then K = f]P9 K _= P, P prime, hence K is an intersection of 
modular maximal ideals and f(R/l) <= K/I. Thus f(R/l) = = Jf(R/l). • 
A ring satisfying the equivalent conditions of 4.8 is called a Hilbert ring. 
4.9 Proposition, (i) Let I be a proper ideal of a Hilbert ring R. Then the 
factor-ring R/I is a Hilbert ring. 
(ii) Every nil-ring is a Hilbert ring. 
Proof. Obvious. • 
5. The Dorroh extension 
5.1 Let i^bea ring Put S = Z x R and define an addition and a multiplication 
on S by (m, a) + (n, b) = (m + n, a + b) and (m, a) (n, b) = (mn, na + mb + ab). 
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5.1.1 Lemma, (i) S(= S( + ,*)) is a ring with unit ls = (1,0). 
(ii) The mapping m H-> (m, 0) is a ring isomorphism of Z onto a subring Z of 
S,Z = {(m,0)|meZ}. 
(iii) Z is the prime subring of S. 
(vi) char(S) = 0. 
(v) The mapping a i—• (0, a) is a ring isomorphism of R onto a subring RA of 
S, RA = {(0,a) \aeR}. 
(vi) RA is a prime ideal of S and S/RA ~ Z. 
(vii) Every ideal of RA is an ideal of S. 
Proof. All the assertions are readily checked. • 
The ring S is called the Dorroh extension of R; we will denote it by S = D (R). 
5.1.2 Lemma, (i) For every prime p > 2, the set Kp = R
A + pS = {(mp,a) \ 
\meZ,ae R} is a maximal ideal of S and S/Kp ~ Zp. 
(ii) IfK is a maximal ideal ofS such that RA c= K then K = Kpfor a prime p. 
(iii) RA = (~)KP, p running through all prime numbers. 
Proof. Everything is clear from the isomorphism S/RA ~ Z. • 
5.1.3 Lemma. Let K be a maximal ideal of S with RA £ K. Then I = K n 
n RA is a modular maximal ideal of RA. 
Proof Clearly, I is a prime ideal of RA and RA/I is a domain. Further, if 
r,se RA\I then r,se S\K and, since S/K is a field, rx — s e K for some xeS. 
On the other hand, S = RA + K, hence x = t + y, t e RA, y e K, and rx — s = 
= rt + ry — s e K. Consequently, rt — se I and we conclude that RA/I is 
a field. By 3.5, I is a modular maximal ideal of RA. • 
5.1.4 Lemma. f(S) = f(RA). 
Proof. It follows from 5.1.2 that f(S) c RA. Then f(S) c g(RA) and, since 
f(S) is an ideal, we have f(S) c f(RA) (see 4.1). On the other hand, by 
5.1.1 (vii), f(RA) is an ideal of S and f(RA) <= JS? (RA) c i?(S). Using 4.1 
again, we get / (RA) s / (S). • 
5.1.5 Corollary. f(S) = RA{~R) if and only if f(R) = R. • 
5.1.6 Lemma. JT(S) = jr(RA){~jr(R)). 
Proof. Obvious. • 
5.1.7 Corollary. ^V(S) = RA if and only if R is a nil-ring. • 
5.1.8 Lemma. S* ~ &(R)(o) x Z2( + ). 
Proof. If is easy to see that (m, a) e S* if and only if either m = 1 and ae J?(R) 
or m = — 1 and —a e <£(R). • 
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5.1.9 Lemma, (i) The ring S is generated by the set RA u {is}-
(ii) S is a finitely generated ring if and only if R is so. 
(iii) S( + ) is a finitely generated group if and only if R( + ) is so. 
(iv) i?* is a finitely generated group if and only if j£? (R) (o) is so. 
Proof. Obvious. • 
5.1.10 Proposition, (i) S = D (R) is a ring with unit and R is isomorphic to 
a subring RA of S. 
(ii) RA is an ideal of S, S/RA ~ Z and S = RA + Z-ls. 
(iii) f(S) = f(RA) and JT(S) = JT(RA). 
(iv) S* *> &(R){o) x Z2( + ). 
Proof See the preceding lemmas. • 
5.2 REMARK. Let cp : R\ -> R2 be a homomorphism of rings. Then there exists 
a uniquely determined ring homomorphism ij/ : D (R\) -> D (R2) such that t/r (1) = 1 
and IJ/OL = pep, a: R\ -* D (R\) and /?: R2 -» D (I?2) being the natural injections. 
We have \l/(m,a) = (m,cp(a)) for all meZ, aeR\. Moreover, ^ is injective 
(projective, resp.) if and only if cp is so. Consequently, t/t is an isomorphism if and 
only if cp is an isomorphism. 
5.3 REMARK. Let cp : R -> T be a homorphism of a ring i? into a ring T with 
unit. Put \l/(m,a) = m • IT + cp (a) for all m e Z and a e R. Then ^ is a homomor-
phism of S = D (R) into 7̂  i/f (ls) = 1T and I/JOL = cp, OL: R -> S being the natural 
injection. Moreover, î (S) = cp(R) + Z • IT -̂  S/Ker(^). 
If T = cp(R) + Z • lr then i/t is projective and T ^ S/Ker^). 
If (p is injective and (m,a)eKer(\j/) then mx + ax = 0 for every xeR (cf. 
1.16). 
5.4 Consider the situation from 5.1 and put W\ = (0 : RA)s, W2 = (0 : R
A)R* = 
= W\n RA 
5.4.1 Lemma, (i) Both W\ and W2 are proper ideals of S = D (R) and 
W2 c W\. 
(ii) PVi = {(m,a) \mx + ax = Ofor every x e R} (see 1.16). 
(iii) ZC(-R) = {m|(m,a)e Wi}. 
(iv) £(R) = 0 //"and on/? i/ PVi = KV2. 
(v) C(R) = 1 (/"and on/y if 1* e i?. 
Proof Easy. D 
5.4.2 Lemma. Let aeRbe such that u = (C(R),a)e W\. Then W\ = W2 + Zu. 
Proof If (n, b) e Wi then n = /c( (#) for some k e Z and (0, b - ka) e W\. Now, 
(0,b - /ca)G W2 and (n,b) = (0,b - /ca) + /CM. • 
5.4.3 Corollary. If (0 : R) = 0 then W\ = Zu for at least one ueW\. • 
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5.4.4 Lemma, (i) Zu is an ideal of S and Zu ^ W\for every ueW\. 
(ii) Zu <= Zv if and only if u = kv for some keZ. 
(iii) If u = (m, a) e W\ is such that m 7-= 0 then Zu nW2 = 0. 
Proof. Easy. • 
5.4.5 Lemma. Let I be an ideal of S. Then: 
(i) / n RA = 0 if and only if I <= W\ and I n W2 = 0. 
(ii) If I ^0 and I nRA = 0 then I = Zu(= Su) for some u = (m9a) e Wu 
m > 1. 
Proof, (i) Obvious. 
(ii) Clearly, {n \ (n, b)e 1} = Zm and u = (m, a) e I for some m > 1 and ae i? . 
Now, Zu ^ I and if t? = (n,ft)eI then n = km for some keZ, v — kueI n 
nRA = Oandv = ku. Thus I = Zu. • 
Let */i denote the set of ideals I of S such that I n RA = 0 and </2 the set of 
maximal elements from f\. Since J\ is non-empty and upwards inductive, every 
ideal from J\ is contained in an ideal from J2 (see 5.4.5). 
5.4.6 Lemma, (i) J\ = J2 = {0} if and only if W\ = W2(= (0 : R
A)R*). 
(ii) J2 = {W\} if and only if(0 : R) = 0. 
(iii) If char(i?) = q > 0 then (q,0)e W\ and there exists IeJ2 such that 
(q,0)el. 
Proof. Easy. • 
5.4.7 REMARK. Let IeJ\ and let K : S/I denote the natural projection. Then 
K (RA) = (RA + / ) / / and the mapping a 1—• (0, a) + I is an isomorphism of R onto 
K(RA). Clearly, K(RA) is an ideal of K(S). 
\HeJ2 then K (R
A) is an essential ideal of K (S). 
lff(R) = R then K(RA) C= /(K(S)). 
5.5 Consider the situation from 5.1 and 5.4 and, moreover, assume that 
(0: R) = 0. 
5.5.1 Lemma, (i) W2 = 0 and W\ n R
A = 0. 
(ii) W\ = Zu, where u = (t(R\a)e W\. 
(iii) C(R) = 0 if and only if W\ = 0. 
(iv) If p > lis a prime then W\ ^ RA + pS if and only if p divides £(R). 
Proof Easy (use 5.4). • 
In the remaining part of 5.5, assume that ((/?) > 2 (e.g., if char(i?) > 0). Let 
C(/?) = pV... prs% where pi,... ps are primes, p\ < p2 < ... < ps, and s,ru..., rs are 
positive integers. Also, put t = p\p2... ps and Si = S/W\. 
5.5.2 Lemma, (i) S/(RA + W\) - Zm. 
(ii) Iff(R) = R then S\/f(S\) ~ Zt. 
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Proof. Easy (use 5.1.2 and 5.5.1(iv)). • 
5.5.3 Corollary. Assume that f (R) = R. Then / ( S i ) = (RA + W\)/W\(~ R) 
if and only if C(R) = t (i.e., C(R) is squarefree). • 
5.6 Consider the situation from 5.1, 5.4 and 5.5 and, moreover, assume that R is 
a domain. 
5.6.1 Lemma, (i) W\ is a prime ideal of S. 
(ii) Si = S/W\ is a domain. 
(iii) Iff(R) = R then (R ~)(RA + W\)/W\ c / ( S i ) . 
(iv) Iff(R) = R and C(R) = t then (RA + W\)/W\ = / ( S i ) . 
Proof, (i) Let (m,a),(n,b) e S be such that (m,a)(n, b) e W\ and (m,a) $ W\. Then 
0 = n (mx + ax) + b (mx + ax) and 0 = (ny + by) (mx + ax) for all x, y e R. 
Now, since (m, a) $ W\ and R is a domain, we have (n, b) e W\. 
The remaining assertions are clear from (i) and 5.5. • 
5.6.2 Lemma. If char(i?) = q > 0 then £(/?) = t = q. Moreover, if 
f(R) = R then (R ~)(RA + W\)/W\ = f(S\). 
Proof. By 1.15, q is a prime number. • 
5.7 SUMMARY. We shall say that a ring S is a unitary envelope of a ring R if 
1? is a subring of S, S has a unit and S = R + Z- ls. Moreover, such a unitary 
envelope S will be called essential if i? is an essential ideal of S. 
5.7.1 Proposition. Let R be a ring. Then: 
(i) The Dorroh extension D(R) is a unitary envelope of its subring 
RA = a (R), a : R -> D (i?) foemg 1he natural injection. 
(ii) D (i?) w an essential unitary envelope of RA if and only if Z (R) = 0 (see 
1.16) (i.e., for every positive integer m and every element aeR there exists 
at least one b e R with mb $ ab). 
(iii) S(D(R)) = f(RA) and JT(D(R)) = JT(RA). 
(iv) Iff(R) = R then / ( D ( i ? ) ) = RA. 
(v) The set J of ideals I of D (R) maximal with respect to I n RA = 0 is 
non-empty and if I e J> then D (R)/I is an essential unitary envelope of 
(RA + I)/I(^R) 
(vi) If S is a unitary envelope of R then R is an ideal of S and there exists 
a uniquely determined projective homomorphism i/t: D (R) -» S such that 
\j/(l) = 1 and ij/oc = idfl. Moreover, S is an essential unitary envelope of 
R if and only */Ker(i/t) e J. 
Proof, (i) See 5.1.9(i), (ii). 
(ii) See 5.4.60). 
(iii) See 5.1.9(iii). 
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(iv) This assertion follows immediately from (iii). 
(v) See 5.4. 
(vi) See 5.3. • 
5.7.2 Proposition. Let R be a ring such that (0 : R) = 0. Then: 
(i) There exists just one ideal Wof D (R) maximal with respect to W n RA = 
= 0. 
(ii) W = (0 : -RA)in) (n\ = {(m,a) \mx +ax = Ofor every x e R}. 
(iii) D(R)/Wis an kslntial unitary envelope of(RA + W)/W(^ R). 
(iv) If f(R) = R then (RA + W)/W c /(D(i?)/M7) awd t/ie etfwa/*> toWs lf 
and only if either £(R) = 0 (t/zen W = 0) or £(R) > 2 and £(R) is 
a squarefree number. 
(v) If S is an essential unitary envelope of R then there exists a uniquely 
determined isomorphism cp : D (R)/W -> 5 such tat cpncc = id*, a : R -> 
- • D (R) being the natural injection and n : D (R) -> D (R)/W the natural 
projection. 
Proof, (i) and (ii). See 5.5.1(i) and 5.4.1(H). 
(iii) See 5.7.1(v). 
(iv) See 5.6.2. 
(v) See 5.7.1(vi). • 
5.7.3 Proposition. Let R be a domain. Then: 
(i) W = (0 : -RA)o(R) = {(w,0) | mx + ax = Ofor every xe R] is a prime ideal 
of D (R) and it is the only ideal of D (R) maximal with respect to zero 
intersection with RA. 
(ii) D (R)/W is a domain, it is an essential unitary envelope of (RA + W)/ 
/W7(~ R) and D(R)/(RA + W) ~ Z/Zt(R) = ZC{R). 
(iii) If f(R) = R then (RA + W)/W _= f(D(R)/W) and the equality holds if 
and only if either £ (R) = 0 (then W = 0 and D (R) is a domain) or 
C (R) > 2 is a squarefree number. 
(iv) If char (R) > 0 and f(R) = R then (RA + W)/W= f(D(R)/W). 
(v) IfS is an essential unitary envelope ofR then S is a domain and there exists 
a uniquely determined isomorphism cp : D (R)/W -> 5 with (pnoi = id/? (see 
5.7.2(v)). 
Proof. Combine 5.7.2 and 5.6. • 
5.7.4 Corollary. Let R be a domain such that char(i?) > 0 and f(R) = R. 
Then there exists a domain S with unit such that R is a subring of S and 
R = s{s). n 
5.7.5 Proposition. Let R be a ring. Then there exists an essential unitary 
envelope S of R such that char(i?) = char(S). 
Proof. Combine 5.7.l(v) and 5.4.6(iii). • 
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6. The Dorroh extension - examples 
6.1 EXAMPLE. Consider the following two-element ring R = {0,a}: 
+ 0 a 
0 0 a 
a a 0 
0 a 
0 0 0 
a 0 0 
Then R is a zero multiplication ring, R( + ) ~ Z2( + ), f(R) = R, R ~ /(Z 4), 
char(i?) = 2 and (0 : R) = R. Moreover: 
(i) W2 = {(0,0), (0, a)} and Wt = {(2k,0),(2k,a) \keZ} (see 5.4). 
(ii) J:2 = {Z(2,0),Z(2*,a) | k > 1} (see 6.4). 
(iii) card (S0) = 4, where So = D (R)/Z (2,0), char(S0) = 2, /(So) ~- R and 
D(i?)/(i?A + Z(2,0))c^Z2. 
(iv) card(Sfc) = 2*+1, where Sk = D (R)/Z (2
k, a), k > 1, char(Sfc) = 2*
+1, 
card(/(Sfc)) = 2* and D(R)/(R
A + Z(2*,a)) ~ Z2*. 
(v) Si ~ Z4. 
6.2 EXAMPLE. Consider the following four-element ring R = {0,a, 2a, 3a}: 
+ 0 a 2a Зa 
0 0 a 2a Зa 
a a 2a Зa 0 
2a 2a Зa 0 a 
Ъa Зa 0 a 2a 
0 a 2a Зa 
+ 0 0 0 0 
a 0 2a 0 2a 
2a 0 0 0 0 
Зa 0 2a 0 2a 
Then R( + ) ~ Z4( + ), f(R) = R, R ~ /(Z8), char(i?) = 4 and (0:R) = 
= {0,2a}. Moreover: 
(i) Wi = {(0,0),(0,2a)} and W, = {(Ak,0), (Ak,2a),(2 + Ak,a),(2 + Ak,3a)\ 
\keZ} (see 5.4). 
(ii) Jr2 = {Z(A,0),Z(2,a),Z(2,3a),Z(2
k,2a) \k>3} (see 5.4). 
(iii) D(i?)/Z(2,a) ~ZS~ D(R)/Z(2,3a) (and R ~ f(Zs), char(Z8) = 8). 
(iv) card(St) = 2*
+2, where Sk = 0(R)/Z(2
k,2a), k > 3, char(Sjt) = 2*+1, 
cardj/S*)) = 2*+1 and B(R)/(RA + Z(2*,2a)) ~ Z2K 
(v) card (So) = 16, where S0 = D(R)/Z(4,0), char(S0) = 4, card(/(S0)) = 8 
and B(R)/(RA + Z(4,0)) =; Z4. 
(vi) There exists no ring A (whether commutative or non-commutative) with 
unit such that 4,4 = 0 and /(A) ~ R. 
Let, on the contrary, f(A) = R and K = {xe A \ 2x = 0}. Then K is an ideal 
of A, 2A c K and K n R = {0,2a}. Moreover, if I is a maximal left ideal of 
A then M = A/1 is a simple left ,4-module, 4M = 0 and 2M is a proper 
submodule of M. Consequently, 2M = 0 and 2A £ /. Thus 2A c J (A) = R and 
2A ^ K n R = {0,2a}. Now, for every ue A, either 2« = 0 and ue K or 
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2M = 2a and ueK + a.lt follows that card(A/K) = 2, K is a maximal left ideal 
of A and R = f (A) _= K, a contradiction. 
6.3 REMARK, (i) Let R be a ring such that Jf (R) = 0, R has not a unit element 
and m = £(/?)> 0 (see 1.6). Further, assume that R is a subring of a ring 
.4 (possibly non-commutative) with unit and #(A) = R. Put <x = m- 1A + ae A, 
where a e R is such that mx + ax = 0 for every xe R. The set / = AOLA is 
a (two-sided) ideal of .4 and IR = 0 = RI. Consequently, (/ n Rf = 0 and, since 
Jf (R) = 0, it follows that / n R = 0. Further, since i? has not a unit element, we 
have m > 2 and m = p\l... prs% where p\ < pi < ... < p*are primes and 8, n,..., rs 
positive integers. Now, assume that / = 0 (i.e., a = 0). We claim that 
ri = ... = rs = 1 (i.e., m is squarefree). 
Indeed, let K be a maximal left ideal of A. Then R ^ K, A/K is a simple left 
,4-module and m(A/K) = 0 (since m • lA = — a e X). It follows that p^X/K^) = 0 
for some i, 1 < i < 8, and then p,v4 <= K and m\A c= K, where mi = p\pi... ps. 
Consequently, m\A ^ /(A) = R, m\ • 1A = b e R, m\X — bx = 0 for every 
xeR and m divides mi. Thus m = mi. 
(ii) Let R be a ring such that Jr(R) = 0, R has not a unit element and 
m = C (-R) > 0. If R is a subring of a (possibly non-commutative) ring A with unit 
such that f(A) = R then either m is squarefree or / n i? = 0 for a non-zero ideal 
I of A (i.e., R is not an essential ideal of A). In the latter case, 
/ = (0 : R) = (0 : /(A)) ?- 0 and A is not a prime ring. 
6.4 Proposition. The following conditions are equivalent for a ring R: 
(i) R is a domain, /(R) = R and either £(R) = OorC, (R) > 2 is a squarefree 
number (e.g., char(i?) > 0). 
(ii) R ~ ^(A) for a domain A with unit. 
(iii) There exists an essential unitary envelope S of R such that R = <f(S) and 
S is a domain. 
Proof. Combine 5.7.3 and 6.3(H). • 
6.5 EXAMPLE. Let k > 2 be an integer and let R be the set of rational numbers 
% n, m e Z, m odd. Then R is a subring of Q, R is a domain, f (R) = R and 
C(R) = k(cf. 6.4). 
7. Radical rings - introduction 
7.1 Proposition. The following conditions are equivalent for a ring R: 
(i) R(o) is a group (i.e., S£(R) = R). 
(ii) For every aeR there exists be R such that a + b + ab = 0 (or a + 
+ b = -ab). 
(iii) For every ae R there exists b e R such that a — b + ab = 0 (or a — 
- b = -ab). 
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(iv) For every ae R there exists b e R such that a — b — ab = 0 (or a — 
- b = ab). 
(v) For every ae R there exists b e R such that a + b — ab = 0 (or a + 
+ b = ab). 
(vi) f(R) = R. 
(vii) There exists a ring S such that R ~ J (S) (a ring isomorphism). 
(viii) There exists a ring S with unit element such that R = # (S) (and S = 
= R + Z- ls). 
(ix) No homomorphic image of R is a field. 
(x) R2 ^ K for every maximal ideal K of R. 
Proof. See 2.1(iv), 2.11, 3.5, 4.3(ii) and 5.7.1(iv). • 
A ring R satisfying the equivalent conditions of 7.1 is said to be a radical ring. 
The group R (o) is called the adjoint (or circle) group of R. 
7.2 Proposition. The class of radical rings is closed under forming fac-
tor-rings, direct sums and direct products. 
Proof. Obvious. • 
7.3 Proposition. Every non-zero ideal of a radical ring is again a radical ring. 
Proof. Obvious. • 
7.4 Proposition. Every nil-ring is a radical ring. 
Proof. See 4.4. • 
7.5 Proposition. Let R be a ring such that either R is a nil-ring or R(O) is 
a torsion group. Then every subring of R is a radical ring. 
Proof. Use 2.10. • 
7.6 REMARK. The class of radical rings is not closed under taking subrings. For 
example, consider the radical domain R from 6.5 (where k = 2). Then R contains 
the ring Z2 of even integers as a subring. Clearly, Z2 is not a radical ring. 
7.7 Lemma. The only idempotent element of a radical ring is 0. 
Proof. See 2.6. • 
7.8 Corollary. No radical ring has the unit element. • 
7.9 Lemma. Let R be a radical ring. Then ab # a for all a, b e R, a ^ 0. 
Proof. See 2.7. • 
7.10 Lemma. Let I be a finitely generated ideal of a radical ring R. If I2 = I 
then 1 = 0. 
Proof. Combine 1.2 and 7.7. • 
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7.11 Proposition. Let R be a finitely id-generated radical ring. Then either 
R is nilpotent or Rn 7-= Rn+l for every n > 1. 
Proof. Assume that Rm = Rm+l = I for some m > 1. Then I is a finitely 
generated ideal and I2 = / . By 7.10, I = 0 and R is nilpotent. • 
7.12 Corollary. Every finite radical ring is nilpotent. • 
7.13 REMARK. Examples of non-nilpotent finitely id-generated radical rings are 
given in 9.11 and 11.1. 
7.14 Lemma. Let I be an ideal of a radical ring R. Then: 
(i) If I is a maximal ideal then R2 + pR ^ I and (R/I)( + ) ~ Zp( + ) for 
a prime p. 
(ii) If I is a minimal ideal then I ^ (0 : R) and I (+) ~ Zp (+) for a prime p. 
Proof, (i) See 3.6. 
(ii) Assume that I is minimal and Ra # 0 for some a el. Since Ra ^ I, we 
have Ra = I and a = ba for some beR. Now, 0 = a + ab + a2b = a + 
+ a(b + ab) = a + ac, where c = b + ab. Further, 0 = 0a = (a + ac)c = 
= ac + ace and 0 = a(c + c + cc) = ac + ac + ace. Thus ac = 0 = a + ac 
and a = 0, a contradiction. • 
7.15 Corollary. A ring R has non maximal ideal if and only if R is a radical 
ring such that R2 + pR = R for every prime number p. • 
7.16 EXAMPLE, (i) Let R be a radical ring such that R2 = R (see e.g. 9.5(H), 
9.6(ii), 9.7(ii)). Then R has no maximal ideal. 
(ii) Let S be a zero multiplication ring whose additive group S( + ) is divisible. 
Again, S is a ring without maximal ideals. 
(iii) Put T = R x S. Then 0 7-- T2 ^ T and the ring T has no maximal ideals. 
7.17 Lemma. Let 3$ be a non-empty family of radical subrings of a radical ring 
R. If S = f] 0t 7-= 0 then S is a subring of R and a radical ring. 
Proof. Obvious. • 
7.18. REMARK. Let R be a radical ring and A a subset of R. We will say that 
R is rd-generated by A if S = R whenever S is a radical subring of R with A $ S. 
Notice that if R is finitely rd-generated then it is finitely id-generated. 
7.19 Proposition. The following conditions are equivalent for a ring R: 
(i) R is a radical ring and no proper subring of R is a radical ring. 
(ii) R is a simple radical ring. 
(iii) R is a radical ring containing no proper subrings. 
(iv) R2 = 0 and R( + ) - Zp( + )for a prime p. 
Proof. Easy (use 1.20 and 3.1). • 
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7.20. Lemma. The following conditions are equivalent for a ring R and n > 2: 
(i) R is nilpotent of index n. 
(ii) Rn = 0 ^ Rn-{. 
(iii) (O:^" 1 ) = R # (0: Rn~2). 
(iv) (0 : Rf) # (0 : Ri+l)for every i = 1,2,..., n - 2 and (0 : Rn~l) = (0 : Rn) = 
= ... = R. 
Proof. Easy to check. • 
7.21 Proposition. Let R be a nilpotent ring and s/ be an abstract class of 
abelian groups closed under taking subgroups, factorgroups and extensions (the 
latter means that an abelian group A is in s/, provided that it contains a subgroup 
B such that both B and A/B are in s/). Then the additive group -R( + ) belongs to 
s/ if and only if the same is true for the adjoint group R(o). 
Proof We proceed by induction on the nilpotence index n > 2 of R. If n = 2 
then R2 = 0, R (+) = R (o) and there is nothing to show. Consequently, let n > 3, 
I = (0: R), S = R/I and let n: R -> S denote the natural projection. Then S is 
a ring nilpotent of index at most n — 1, n : R( + ) -> S( + ) and n : R( o) -> S(o) 
are projective group homomorphisms and / ( + ) = l(o) is the joint kernel of these 
homomorphism. The rest is clear. • 
7.22 Proposition. Let R be a nilring and s/ be an abstract class of abelian 
groups closed under taking subgroups, factorgroups and extensions such that an 
abelian group A belongs to s/, provided that every finitely generated subgroup of 
A is in s/. Then the additive group R (+) belongs to s/ if and only if the same is 
true for the adjoint group -R(o). 
Proof. Let M be a finite subset of R such that M contains at least one non-zero 
element and let B, C and S denote te subgroups and the subring of /?( + ), .R(o) 
and R, respectively, generated by the set M. Clearly, B .= S, C c S and S is 
nilpotent. Now, if R (+) e st then S (+) e s/, S (o) e s/ by 7.21 and we conclude 
that R (o) e s/. Similarly the converse. • 
7.23 Lemma. Let R be a radical subring of a ring S with unit and let Q be 
a subring of S such that Q is a field and ls e Q. If Rx = R n Q 7-= 0 then R{ is 
a subring of Q and Rx is a radical domain. 
Proof If a e R{ then b = l s + ae Q and c = de R. We have 0 = a + c + 
+ ac = a + be and be = —a.lfb = 0 then a = 0 and c = Oe R{. Ifb^O then 
b~l e Q and c = -ab~l e Q. Thus a = ceR{. • 
7.24 Lemma. Let a field F be an algebraic extension of a field Q and let R be 
a radical subring of F. Then R{ = R n Q 7-= 0, R{ is a subring of Q and R{ is 
a radical domain. 
Proof. Since F is algebraic over Q, we have R n Q =£ 0 and 7.23 applies. • 
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8. Subrings of radical rings 
8.1 CONSTRUCTION. Let R{ be a subring of a ring Si with unit 1 = lSl such that 
l5l £ JR-. The set A = 1 + R{ is a subsemigroup of the multiplicative semigroup 
S{() and O^A.. Now, consider the corresponding ring of quotients S = S--4"
1; 
wehaveS = {r/(l + a)}\r e Suae A}andr/(l + a) = s/(l + 6)iff(r(l + b) -
- s(l + a))(l + c) = 0 for some ceA. Put also R = R ^ - 1 = {a/(l + 6) | 
\a,beR{}. 
8.1.1 Lemma. S w a rmg with unit, R is a subring of S (or R = 0,) and 
I s * * . 
Proof Easy to check. • 
8.1.2 Lemma, (i) The mapping q>: Si -> S, vv/iere (p (r) = r/1, w a ring homo-
morphism of Sx into S and (p(lsi) = Is-
(ii) Kerjcp) = {re Sx \ r(l + a) = Ofor some aeRx}= [jaeRl(°
 : * + a W 
(iii) cp w injective if and only 1/(0:1 + a)5l = 0/or every a e _R-. 
(iv) <p | /?! w injective if and only if ab # a for all a,b e Rh a # 0. 
(v) R ^ 0 and only if (p(R\) ^ 0 and if and only if there exists at least one 
a{ e i?! such that ax ^ aft for every b e Rx. 
Proof. Easy to check. • 
8.1.3. Lemma. Let a,beRuu = a/(l + b) and v = ( — a)/(l + a + b), u,v e R. 
Then uOv = u-\-v-\-uv = 0. 
Proof. Easy to check. • 
8.1.4 Lemma. If R ^ 0 (see 8.1.2(v)) then R is a radical ring. 
Proof. The assertion follows from 8.1.3. • 
8.1.5 Lemma. If R\ is a radical ring then (p \ Rx is injective and R is a radical 
ring. 
Proof. q>\Ri is injective by 7.9 and 9.1.2(iv), and hence R 7-= 0 (we have 
(p(R{) c R). Then I? is a radical ring by 8.1.4. • 
8.1.6 Lemma. If Rx c / (S i ) then A c Stand Si ~ S. Moreover, if R{ is an 
ideal of S{ then q>\Ri'. Ri -> R is a ring isomorphism. 
Proof. Easy to see. • 
8.1.7 Lemma. If Ri is a domain without unit then (p \ Rt is injective and R is 
a radical domain. 
Proof. (p\R\ is injective by 8.1.2(iv), and hence R # 0. By 8.1.4, R is a radical 
ring and it is easy to check that R is a domain. • 
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8.1.8 Lemma. If R\ has the unit element then (p(R\) = 0. 
Proof. Obvious. • 
8.2 Proposition. The following conditions are equivalent for a ring R: 
(i) R is a subring of a radical ring. 
(ii) ab 7-= a for all a, b e R, a 7-= 0. 
(iii) The adjoint semigroup R(o) is cancellative. 
Proof, (i) implies (ii) by 7.9, (ii) is equivalent to (iii) by 2.1(vi) and (vi) implies 
(i)by 8.1.2(iv) and 8.1.4. • 
8.3 Proposition. Every domain without unit is a subring of a radical domain. 
Proof. See 8.1.7. • 
8.4 EXAMPLE. The ring 2Z of even integers is a finitely generated domain 
without unit, but it is not a radical domain. 
9. Radica l r ings - examples 
9.1 EXAMPLE, (i) Every nil-ring is a radical ring. Consequently, every nilpotent 
ring and, in particular, every zero multiplication ring is a radical ring. 
(ii) Let p be a prime and Qp = {̂  | m, k e Z, k > 0} ^ Q. Then Qp( + ) is 
a subgroup of Q ( + ) and if R is a zero multiplication ring with R (+) ~ Qp ( + ) 
then R is a radical ring and R( + ) is a torsionfree group of rank 1. 
9.2 EXAMPLE, (i) Let S be a subring of a field Q such that Q = [ab~l \a,beS, 
M O } (i.e., Q is a quotient field of S). Let R be a subring of Q such that 1 $ R 
and a(a + b)~{ e R whenever a,b e S, b ^ 0 and ab~l e R (since 1 $ R9 we have 
a + b 7- 0). Then ab~l - a(a + b)~l - a2(ab + b2)~l = 0, and hence R is 
a radical ring. 
(ii) Let S be a unique factorization domain with the unit element, not a field, 
and let q e S be an irreducible element. Denote by R the set of all ab~{ e Q such 
that a,b e S, aeSq and b e S\Sq. Then R is a subring of Q and R is a radical 
domain (see (i)). Moreover, q e RXR2, and so R / R2. 
(iii) Choose S = Z and Q = Q. Then qeZis any prime number and R( + ) is 
a torsionfree group of rank 1. Moreover, R is a radical domain, R # R2, 
(0:R) = 0, R(o) ~ Z2( + ) x Z( + p for q = 2 and i?(o) - Z( + p for 
g>3. 
9.3 EXAMPLE, (i) Every non-zero proper ideal of a local ring with unit is 
a radical ring. 
(ii) Let F be a field and S the corresponding semigroup ring of the additive 
semigroup Q + ( + ) of positive rationals over F (the addition on S will be denoted 
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by © to avoid a confusion). Every non-zero element aeS can be written in 
a (normal) formal as a = a0r0 0 ... © amrm, where m > 0, a, e F\{0},r, eQ
+ and 
r0 < r{ < ... < rm. Using this, it follows easily that 5 is a domain and 
P = {ae S | a = 0 or a ?- 0, r0 =t 0Q} is a prime ideal of 5. Now, Rx = (S\P)~
lS 
(the corresponding quotient ring) is a uniserial domain, not a field, and 
R = (S\P)_1P is a unique maximal ideal of R{. Clearly, R is a radical domain, 
R2 = R and (0: R) = 0. 
(iii) Let I be a non-zero proper principal ideal of the ring Rx (see (ii)). Then 
I ^ R and IP # I (since /? = /(i?i)). Now, if R2 = R/IR the R2 is a radical 
ring, R22 = P2 and (0: R2) ?- 0. 
9.4 EXAMPLE. Let p > 2 be a prime number and A a non-trivial commutative 
semigroup (denoted multiplicatively) containing the absorbing (alias zero) element 
0 such that ap = 0 for every a e 0 for every ae A (such a semigroup will be called 
p-zeropotent). Denote by R the corresponding contracted semigroup ring of A over 
the p-element field Zp of integers modulo p. Every non-zero element r e R can be 
expressed as a sumr = kxax + ... + knan, where n > 1, 1 < k, < p — 1, and 
at are pair-wise different elements from Ai\{0}.The ring R is of characteristic p, 
and hence (r + sf = rp + sp for all r,se R. Using this, it follows easily that, in 
fact, rp = 0 for every r e R. In particular, JR is a nil-ring, and hence a radical ring, 
too. Finally, notice that R2 = R, provided that A = {ab\ a,b e A}. 
9.5 EXAMPLE, (i) Let p > 2 be a prime and F a free commutative semigroup 
(denoted multiplicatively) with the absorbing element 0 such that F is freely 
generated by an infinite countable set {aua2,...}. Let Q be the congruence of 
F generated by the pairs (ai,a2ia2i+x) and (af,0), £ > 1. It is easy to check that 
(a,-, ak) 7-= Q for j # k, and hence A = F/Q is an infinite commutative p-zeropotent 
semigroup. Moreover, A = {ab\ a, be A}. 
(ii) Consider the radical ring R corresponding to A by 9.4. Then R2 = R and 
rp = 0 = pr for every reR. 
9.6 EXAMPLE, (i) Let p > 2 be a prime and A a non-trivial commutative 
p-zeropotent semigroup. Further, let B denote a commutative semigroup with 
absorbing element such that B is freely generated by the set {(m,a) \ a e A\{0}, 
me Z, m > 1} subject to the defining relations (m,a)(m,b) = (m,ab) for ab ^ 0 
and (m, a) (m, b) = 0 for ab = 0. Then ap = 0 for every a e B and, if a ^ 0, then 
a has a unique expression a = (m1,a1)(m2,a2) ••• (m*,^, k > 1, ax,... ake A\{0}, 
1 < m{ < m2 < ... < mk, and we put 5(a) = mk. 
(ii) Let R be the radical ring corresponding to B by 9.4. Then rp = 0 = pr for 
every reR and if r # 0 then r = tx0Lx + ... + tm<xm, m > 1, 1 < tt < < p — 1, 
a, G -B\{0} pair-wise different, and if n > max (d (a,)) then (n, a) r ^ 0 for every 
a E ^\{0}. Consequently, (0: R) = 0. Finally, if A = {ab\a,beA} (see 9.5(i)) 
then B = {(xP\a,PeB} and P2 = R. 
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9.7 EXAMPLE, (i) Let M be an uncountable set, Jt'c the set of infinite countable 
subsets of M and Jt = Jtc u {M}.Define a multiplication on Jt by IK = I u K 
if I n K = 0 and IX = M if I n K ^ 0. Then ^ becomes a commutative 
2-zeropotent semigroup and Jt = [IK \I, Ke Jt}. 
(ii) Consider the radical ring R corresponding to Jt by 9.4. Then R2 = R and 
r2 = 0 = 2r for every r e i?. If r 7-= 0 then r = I! + ... + /m, where m > 1 and 
J!,... Im are pair-wise different countable subsets of M. Now, there is I e Jtc with 
/ n (I! u ... u 7m) = 0 and we have I • r = (/ u /-) + + . . . + ( / u 7m) 7* 0. 
Thus (0:1?) = 0. 
9.8 EXAMPLE. Let i? = {0,2,4,6} ^ Z8. Then R = / (Z 8 ) , i? is a radical ring 
of characteristic 4, -R( + ) --- Z4( x) is a cyclic group and -R(o) ~ Z2( + )'
2' is not 
cyclic. Moreover, R (o) ~ Rj (o), where R{ is the zero multiplication ring defined 
on Z2( + )'
2'. Of course, the radical rings R and R{ are not isomorphic, Similarly, 
-R( + ) ~ -R2( + ), where i?2 is the zero multiplication ring defined on Z4( + ) and 
the radical rings R and R2 are not isomorphic. 
9.9 EXAMPLE, (i) If p is a prime number and n > 2 then R(p,n) = ^(Zpn) 
(= {0,p,2p,-.;(pn-1 - l)p}) is a radical ring, R(p,n)( + ) ~ Zp„-i( + ) ~ 
-: i?(p,n)(o) are cyclic groups for p > 3, i?(2,2)( + ) - Z2( + ) - i?(2,2)(o), 
i?(2,n)( + ) c- Z2n-i( + ) is cyclic and i?(2,n)(o) - Z2( + ) x Z2„_2( + ) is not 
cyclic for n > 3. Moreover, the ring R (p, n) is nilpotent of index n. 
(ii) Let p2 < p3 < p4 < ... be the sequence of all primes and let R denote the 
(ring) direct sum of the rings R(pn,n), n > 2 (see (i)). Then R is an (infinite 
radical) nil-ring, R is not nilpotent, -R( + ) is a reduced torsion group of Priifer rank 
1 and the same is true for R (o). 
9.10 EXAMPLE. Let T = Z2 [x] (the polynomial ring in one indeterminate 
x over the field Z2 of integers modulo 2) and let S = T [G] be the corresponding 
group ring of a two-element (multiplicative) group G = {l,a} over T Clearly, 
S is a finitely generated ring (namely by the set {I,*,a}) and R = f(S) = 
= { / - r a / | / E r } i s a zero multiplication ring. Notice that R(+) ~ Z2(+ }
w) and 
R is not a finitely generated ring. The multiplicative group S* is not finitely 
generated either. 
9.11 EXAMPLE. Let Sx = Z [x] be the polynomial ring in one indeterminate x over 
the ring Z of integers, R{ = S{x and T{ = Q(x). Put Fx = {f/(l + g)\f geR{}. 
Then F{ is a subring of T{ and Fx is a radical ring; we have f/(l + g) = 
= — f/(l + f + g) for all fgeR{. Moreover, F{ is rd-generated (see 7.1.5) by 
the one-element set {x}. 
Indeed, let P be a radical subring of Fi such that x e P. To show that P = Fl5 
it is enough to check that x/(l + g) e P for every geRx and this is done by 
induction on m = deg (g). 
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The situation is clear for g = 0, and so let g 7-= 0. Then m > 1 and 
g = h + nxw, /z e i?1? deg(ft) < m, 0 # n e Z. Now, x/(l + h) e P by induction 
and, since P is a radical ring, x/(l + h) = — x/(l + x + h) e P. Then, since P is 
a subring of Fl5 nx
w/(l + x + h) e P and (nxw - x)/(l + x + h) e P. Further-
more, similarly, (x - nxw)/(l + g) = (x - nxw)/(l + x + h + nxw - x) e P. On 
the other hand, x/(l + h) e P implies nxw/(l + h)eP and -nxw/(l + g) = 
= -nxm/(l + nxw + ft)eP. Thus both elements (x - nxw)/(l + g) and 
nxw/(l + g) are in P and we conclude that x/(l + g)e P, too. 
9.12 EXAMPLE. Let T be a ring with unit, T [x] the ring of polynomials in one 
indeterminate x over T and R = T[x] x/T[x] xn, n > 2. Then R is a ring 
nilpotent of index n and # ( + ) ~ T( + )(n_1). If a = x + T[x]xneR,m> 1 and 
am = a o ... o a (m-times) then aw = ^ J L ^ x
1 + T[x] xn, /c = min(m,n — 1). 
In particular, 0Ln_x 7- 0 and a„ = n(x
w_1 + x) + ]T?-22 (?) *' + T[x]x". 
10. Finitely generated radical rings 
10.1 Proposition. Every finitely generated ring is a Hilbert ring. 
Proof. Since finitely generated rings are closed under factor-rings, it is enough 
to show that J (R) = Jf (R) for every finitely generated ring R (see 4.8). 
First, put S = D(R) (see 5.1). Then R ~ RA, f(S) = f(RA) and JT(S) = 
= JV(RA). Consequently, it suffices to show that f(S) = Jr(S). But S is 
a finitely generated ring with unit, and so there is n > 0 such that S is 
a homomorphic image of the polynomial ring T = Z [xl5..., x„] in n (commuting) 
indeterminates x1?..., xn over the ring Z of integers. Of course, Z is a Hilbert ring 
and this property is known to be preserved by polynomials. Thus T is a Hilbert 
ring and the same is true for 5. • 
10.2 Proposition. Let R be a finitely generated ring. Then f (R) is nilpotent. 
Proof. By 10.1, f(R) = Jr(R\ and so f(R) is a nil-ring. We have f(R) ~ 
^ #(RA\ RA = S = D(R) (see 5.1). Since S is a finitely generated ring with unit, 
it is a noetherian ring, and therefore ^(S) = Jf (RA) = f (RA) is nilpotent. • 
10.3 Lemma. Let a ring R be generated by a non-empty set A. If S = R2 ^ 0 
then S is, as a ring, generated by the set {ab, abc \ a, b, c e A}. Consequently, if 
R is a finitely generated ring and R2 7-= 0 then R2 is a finitely generated ring. 
Proof Easy. • 
10.4 Proposition. Every finitely generated radical ring is nilpotent. 
Proof Let R be a finitely generated radical ring. By 10.1, R is a Hilbert ring, 
and so Jr(R) = f(R) = R. Thus R is a nil-ring and R is nilpotent by 1.12 (or 
10.2). • 
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10.5 Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent for a radical ring R: 
(i) The ring R is finitely generated. 
(ii) The additive group R( + ) of R is finitely generated. 
(iii) The adjoint group R (o) of R is finitely generated. 
Moreover, if these conditions are satisfied then R is nilpotent. 
Proof, (i) implies (ii). By 10.3, R is nilpotent. Consequently, if A is 
a non-empty and finite set of elements generating R as a ring then the set B = 
= {axa2... an\n > 1, ate A} is also finite. However, R( + ) is generated by B. 
(i) implies (iii). By 10.3, Rn = 0 for some n > 2. If n = 2 then # ( + ) = 
= R (o) and R (o) is finitely generated by the preceding part of the proof. If n > 3 
then 5 = R2 7-= 0, S is an ideal of R and a radical ring, S is a finitely generated 
ring (see 10.3), Sn~l = 0 and S(o) is a subgroup of R(o). Now, 5(o) is finitely 
generated (by induction on n) and R(o)/S(o) ~ (R/S)(o), where (R/S)2 = 0. 
Consequently, both S(o) and R(o)/S(o) are finitely generated and it follows that 
R (o) is finitely generated, too. 
(ii) implies (i). This implication is trivial. 
(iii) implies (i). If A is a set generating the adjoint group R(o) the AKJ A 
(where a O a = 0) generates the ring R. • 
10.6 REMARK, (i) R = /(Z%) is a radical ring, R( + ) --- --%( + ) is a cyclic 
group and R(o) ~ Z2( +)® is not a cyclic group. Moreover, R
2 7-= 0 = R3. 
(ii) The ring S from 9.10 is a finitely generated ring with unit such that f(S) 
is not a finitely generated ring. In fact, f(S)2 = 0 and f(S)( + ) is not finitely 
generated. 
(iii) There exist finitely rd-generated (and hence finitely id-generated) radical 
domains (see 9.11 and 11.1.2). In particular, these rings are not nilpotent. 
11 . Free r ad ica l r ings 
11.1 CONSTRUCTION.. Let X be a non-epty set of indeterminates over Z, 
Sx = Z[X ] (the corresponding polynomial ring), Rx = YjxexSx* (the ideal of 
Sx generated by X), Tx = Q(X) (the quotient field of Sx) and Fx = 
= {f/(l + g)\figeRx}^ Tx. 
11.1.1 Lemma. Fx is a subring of Tx, Rx ^ Fx and Fx is a radical domain. 
Moreover, f/(l + g) = - f / ( l +f+ g)for all fige Rx. 
Proof. Easy (cf. 8.1.1, 8.1.3 and 8.1.4). • 
11.1.2 Lemma. The radical ring Fx is rd-generated (see 7.1.8) by the set X. 
Proof. Let P be a subring of Fx such that X = P and P is a radical ring. We 
have to show that P = Fx. 
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First, put A = P + Z • lT. Then A is a subring of Tx, A contains the unit 
element, P ^ A and, since P is a radical ring, we have P ^ /(A). Now, let 
fgeRx. Clearly, Rx c P, faeP, ge/(A) and 1 + geA*. Consequently, 
1/(1 + g) e 4̂ and there are a e P and n e Z such that 1/(1 + g) = a + n • 1T. 
Thusf/(1 + a)=fa + rifGP. • 
11.1.3 Lemma. Let R be a radical ring and cp : X -> R a mapping. Then there 
exists a uniquely determined (ring) homomorphism !; : Fx -> R such that t; \ X = 
= cp. 
Proof. Put S = D (R). Then there is a (uniquely defined) ring homomorphism 
i/t: Sx - • S such that \j/ (x) = (0, (p (x)) e R
A (see 5.1) for every x e X and i/t (1) = 
= 1. Further, since 1 + RA _= 5*, we can define a mapping Q : Fx ^ S by 
e(f/(l + g)) = i/t(f)(l + i/j(g))-1. Then ^(P*) c PA a n d ? s i n c e RA i s a n i d e a l 
of S, we have Q(FX) ^ P
A. Clearly, £ is a ring homomorphism and Q(X) = 
= (0, cp (x)) for every xeX. Now, ^ = IQ : Fx -> P, i : P
A -> P being the natural 
isomorphism, is a ring homomorphism of Fx into R. Finally, if ^ : Fx -> P is 
a ring homomorphism such that ^i | K = (p then the set A = [ae Fx \ I; (a) = 
= <̂ j (a)} contains X and, clearly, A is a radical subring of Fx. By 11.1.2, A = Fx, 
and hence £x = £. • 
11.2 Proposition. The radical domain Fx is a free radical ring freely 
rd-generated by the set X. 
Proof. See 11.1. • 
11.3 Corollary. Let R be a radical ring rd-generated by a non-empty set M. 
Then there exists an ideal I of the radical domain Fx, where card (X) = card (M), 
such that R is isomorphic to the factor-ring Fx/I. • 
11.4 REMARK. The radical domain F{ from 9.11 is a free radical ring freely 
rd-generated by the one-element set {x}. 
11.5 REMARK. The class of radical rings (together with zero rings) may be viewed 
as a primitive class (or variety) of universal algebras. The corresponding signature 
contains two binary symbols ( + and •), one unary symbol (~) and the primitive class 
is given by the following equations: x + y =-=-= y + x, x + (y + z) -=-= (x + y) + z, 
xy == yx, x(yz) == (xy)z, x(y + z) -= xy + xz, x -= x + (y + y + yy). Free 
algebras of this primitive class are constructed in 11.1. 
12. Subd i rec t ly i r r e d u c i b l e r ad i ca l r ings 
A ring A is said to be subdirectly irreducible if the set of non-zero ideals of 
R has the smallest element. If M is the smallest non-zero ideal of R then M is 
called the monolith (or the heart) of R and denoted by M = Jt (R). 
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12.1 Proposition. Let R be a subdirectly irreducible radical ring and M = 
= Jt(R). Then: 
(i) M £ (0: R) and M2 = 0. 
(ii) M( + ) ~ Zp( + )fo a prime p (in particular, M is finite). 
(iii) M £ Zafor every ae(0:R),a^0. 
(iv) M c Kafor every a e R\(0 : R). 
(v) (0 : R) c r , w/iere? T is the torsion part of R( + ) . 
(vi) T( + ) is a p-group and (0: R)( + ) ^ Zpn( + ) , \ < n < oo. 
Proof, (i) and (ii). See 7.14. 
(iii) and (iv). Obvious. 
(v) and (vi). Denote I = (0: R). Then every subgroup of /(-h) is an ideal of 
.R, and hence l( + ) is a subdirectly irreducible abelian group. Thus I( +) ~ 
~ Zpn( + ), 1 < n < oo, and I <= T Further, if q is a prime number then 
J = {a e T| ga = 0} is an ideal of R. Consequently, either J = 0 or M cz J and 
q = p. Thus T( + ) is a p-group. • 
12.2 Proposition. Let R be a radical ring and a e R, a ^ 0. Then set s/ of 
ideals J such that a$J is non-empty and upwards-inductive. IfKe si is maximal 
in srf then S = R/K is a subdirectly irreducible radical ring, M (S) = (K + Ra)/K 
ifRa £ K and J((S) = (K + Za)/K if Ra £ K. 
Proof. Easy to check. • 
12.3 Proposition. Every radical ring R is isomorphic to s subring of the 
cartesian product of subdirectly irreducible factor-rings of R. 
Proof. For every a e R, a ^ 0, choose an ideal Ka maximal with respect to 
a$Ka (see 12.2). Then R/Ka are subdirectly irreducible radical rings, f]Ka = 0 
and R imbeds into ]~]i?/Ka. • 
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